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AbStrACt - Performance improvemenl ls one of the key
issues of Electr.omagnetlc gun systcms ompared to
convenllonal gun systems. Due io hlgher muzzle vclocltles,
the gun's lire control computer will be able to predlct the
terget's future posltlon more aeurately bccause
prediction tlme wlll be smaller. [n this poper, ¡n
invcstigation ls do¡e for the expected performance
increase due lo the higher muzzle veloclties in slr defense
applications using a parametric as well as s Monle-Carlo
approach. The Montc-Carlo approach was used for the
evaluatio¡ of the performance dlfference between

'Conventional' ¡nd 'Eleclromagletic' (EM) verslons of
naval air defensc gun systems. Bec¡use present day.
operational EM guns do not exll, the maJority of the gun
syl€m parameþrs were kept equal to lhelr convention¡l
verslon. Parametcr.s that wcre vgrled were of course the
muzzle velocity but also the gun dlsperslon. The dlsperslon
ls ¡lso a yery lmportant parameter lnlluencing sylcm
performance.

Iloth sylems wcre generlc. The Fust system ls a gun, fìrlng
proxlmity fused ¡mmunitlon at ¡ low firc rate. The second
systcm is a rapid fire gun in a Cloce In lileapon Systcm
(CIWS) role. The two systems were evaluated against
several typ€s of misslle target traJectorlcs. These
trajectories were generated vith ó-Degrees of Freedom
Simulalion models with realistic generic parameters. The
hlt probability ìv¡s uscd as a performance figure. The
results show that considerable lmprovements c¡n be
obtalned with EM guns and that more profound analysis
requires more lnsight lnto gun disperslon characterlstics.

I. Introduction
One of the disadvantages of ordinary gun systems for
air defense is tt¡aq the projectile, once in flight, can not
be corrected when the target ûìanoeuwes. It is clea¡ that
the longer the time of flight to rhe interaept poinr of rhe
projectile and fårget, the more influence farget
manoeuvres will bave and the lower the performance
will be. A solution to this problem seems obvious;
upgrade the accuracy of the prediction of the trajecory

that is flown by the target during tl¡e rime of flight of
the projectile. A problem that rises is that ideal
prediction is not feasible becåuse it would require exact
knowledge ofevery disturbance lhat every subsystem of
the target experiences during the projectile's time of
flight including the structure of the target's guidance
and control system and the exact statÊ at the starting
moment of prediction. Despiæ this problem it pays to
make the prcdiction as accurate as possible.
A different, more revolutionary, solution is to reduce
the projeætile's time of flight. This can be done by
increasing the muzzle velocity. Conventional guns have
a physical limit in the initial velocity thu can be given
to a projectile; EM guns do not have such limirarions.
Not more ùan a couple of years ag,o, EM guns were
viewed as nothing more than a curiosity, Today,
although a lot of work has yet to be done, resea¡chers
have proven under laboratory conditions tbat
considerable masses can be f¡¡ed at several kilometres
per second.
The flight time reduction is just one of the advantages,
others are for instance electronically controllable
muzzle velocity allowing the fire control computer to
choose tlre optimal muzzle velocity for every specihc
air defense task. Anotl¡er asp€ct concerns the
vulnerability of the target; targets are expected to be
more vulnerable for higher impact sp€eds simply
because more energy is delivered to the targeL This
holds for impact (KE) munition, but on the other band,
the effectiveness of proximity fused, (HE) munition is
expected to be more sensitive for tbe exact ft¡se point
when higher intercept speeds are considered.
First, an analytic model is presented which introduce.s
some important pÍlrameteni and parameter sensitivities.
The purpose of this parametric approach is purely to
gain insight. Monte-Carlo simulation models are then
used to obtain more realistic resulls. Performance
results are presented for two gun types against tbree
(¡nissile) target tlpes; two seaskimmers and one so-
called high-diver. For the guns, bonventional'as well as
EM versions were used.
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References tll and tZ) are tbe (classified) final
examination repons of the second author, forming the
basis of this paper.

2. Air Defense Gun Svstem.ç
Several subsystems and processes have to be
distinguished when simulating air defense gun system
engaging targefs. These are: (see figure)
TARGET:

Determining arget position, velocity and attitude.
PLATFORM:

Determining gun servo and target sensor platform
position.

SENSOR:
Measuring the ørget's position.

FIRE CONTROL COMPUTER: ro be divided inro:
PREDICTION FILTER:

This determines target quantities such as

estimated position and velocity for the
prediction of the ørget trajectory in the future

CALC-PHP:
Predicted Hitting Point calculation process, .

usually iterating towards a predicæd hiuing
point (PHP) using firing tables and trajectory
derivatives from the p,rediction filters.

GUN SERVO:
Gun Servo, steering the gun ino the right direction

FIRING:
In the simulation this proc€ss represents the actual
tuing and projectile rrajectory calculations.
The result of the firing process, namely a rcal
intercept geomery of tårget and projectile is
deærmined given gun di¡ection, tt¡e ørget's
position, velocity and attitude at the moment of
intercept and distr¡rbances influencing the
proj ectile's traj ectory.

The above processes interrelate as shown in fhe figure
on the rigbt. This layout is used as a basis for the
parametric study as well as the simulation approach.
The numben in the figure refer to the following
quantities:
l. Target rajectory; position, velocity and attitude.
2. Gun- and Sensor platform position.
3. Measured target position
4. Prediction filær tracking søæ; this depends on the

filter methqd chosen, for instance when the filter
is an cp flrlter the state consists of the
estimated position and velocity.

Calculated predicæd hitting point and gun aiming
angles
Gun servo angles

5.

6.

FIRECONTROL

COMPUTER.
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Two error sources that play a major role in deærmining
the single shot hit probabilities are D and EPHP. D is
the deviation of the shell's position at the predicted
intercept point with respecr to the desired position (i.e.
the position which is aimed aÐ. To be more specific this
deviation is composed into three directions, namely two
directions perpendicular to lhe gun aiming direction and
one in the gun aiming direction. This error generally has
zero mean. EPHP is the deviation of the predicted target
position at the predicted moment of intercept (called ¡he
Predicted Hitting Poinr or PHP) wirh respect to the real
target position at that moment. The EPHP may not have
zero mean.
The relation between these two quantities on the one
hand and the hit probability on rhe other is not
straightfonvard. It depends on rhe mean of EPHP which
in its turn depends on tårget trajectory cba¡acæristics
and prediction tracking fitær characteristics. In the
appendix the hit probability is f¡rst derived for the zero
mean case. Further, it is made plausible that for tbe non-
zero mean case that there exists an optimal choice for
the variance of EPHP when the mean is given. Unless it
is estinrated, the problem is that the mea¡l is not. known.
Often, a more or less 'averaged' optimat variance is
chosen. How this is done, depends on tt¡e design of the
fire control system.
When using tbe formulas obøined in tlre appendix we
are no\r, able o obøin (rough) estimaæs for impact of
muzzle velocity increase on the performance. The
Single Sbot Hit Probability (SSHP) is equal ro:

SSHP=l - exp({.5'(RtUo)z with

02 = o¡a2 + opor2 + (ts.o""t)2 * o*n2

V/ith RH, the socalled hir radius and o the toøl
dispersion. The meaning of tl¡ese quantities is further
explained in the appendix.

To determine for instance the SSHP at a range of t km
assume thag

Opo, =lm
Go,"t = l0 m/s2

Call V' the mean velocity over lbe first kilometre that
the projectile l¡avels. So:

ts = lAy'm , the dimension of Vm is : ftm/sl.

and so :

SSHP= l -exp(4.5.RH2/(3. 3+lN'#+2.8/V'a))

The following figure shows the SSHP as a function of
Vm with RH = 3 m.

It should be noted that the only parameter that is varied
is the projectile velocity. So no influence of other
parameters that will change because of the fact that EM
guns Íue used a¡e taken in¡o accounl Especially the
ballistic dispersion is expected to be different in EM
gun systems.

4. PerÍormance assessment via simulation
The analytical description of the former section sbows
which variables play an important role in deterrrining
the performance bounds tlnt can be obøined when the
muzzle velocily varies.
Unless it is studied which influence the dispersion due
to prediction has for specihc threat rajectories the
results should not be used in the absolute sense.

Especially the error due to target nunoeuwing is very
critical to miss-estimation. For these reason, the so-
called Monte-Ca¡lo simulation approach is desirable.

Two gun systems are evaluated against th¡ee threat
types and compared witb EM versions of these systems.
In the EM version simulations, üre only parameter that
was changed was the muzzle velocity. In this section
the simulation melhod, the target trajectories and the
gun systems a¡e described.

ovet = I m/s
Oha¡ =lm

Then it follows thar :

62 = (l)z a (l'aP + (0.5.(10/3).ts2)2 + (1.5)2 =
= 3.3 + tsz + 2.8.ts¿
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4. I Monte- Carlo simulation
A computer model hqs b€e¡ built for every subsystem
of an ai¡ defense gun system to perform a simulation of
the gun system engaging a target. The layout of such a
computer model resembles the layout as displayed in
section 2. In thii way, for a given farget mjectory, the
geometry of the intercept of the projectile and the target
can be determined for every projectile fued. In [3] a
descriptron of FELGLIN is given which is the compurer
model for doing air defense gun Monæ-Ca¡lo
sirnulations. FELGUN has been used to perform the
simulations for this study.
When the end geometries for each projectile shot at a
given mrget trajectory are known, statistical results
must be derived for the performance figures. This is
called the problem of statistical inference. It amounts to
estimating a llarameter from a dist¡ibution of whicb
samples a¡e taken. The performance figure of inte¡est
here is the single sbot hit probability (SSHP) ar a given
range in the uajectory.
The so obtained SSHP can subsequently be used to
determine the Cumularive Hit Probability. Say thar this
cumulative hit probability for projecrile n in a bursr is
called CHP".
The following relation holds when the single shot hit
probability for projectile i is called SSHP¡ (i=1,..,n) :

CHP'=l - (l-ssHPi)

4.2 Tars et trai ectories
The two gun systems a¡e both (hctitious) naval systems.
Therefore so-called ASSMs (Anti Surface Ship
Missiles) a¡e used as targets. Three types of ASSMs
covering a fairly wide range of possible threats a¡e
used, na¡nely a Subsonic Sea Skimmer (SBS), a
Supersonic Sea Skimmer (SSS) and a Supersonic High
Diver (SHD). All trajectories were generated with rhe
missile simulation program WASP, see [4].
Only straight incoming trajectories a¡e assumed, so no
Anú Close In Weapon Sysæm nranoeuvres were
considered. The sea skimmers all fly at an altitude of
10 m. The SHD was simulated with a 45o dive angle.
The following table lists some cha¡acteristics of the
threafs that were_ found in the open literature. The
speeds were chosen arbitrarily, but in accordance with
expectatrons. The SBS and SHD diameærs used were
those from the Exocet and A5-6 (Kinghsh)

respectively, they can bc found in [6] and [7]. The
diameær of the SSS is an estimated value. The figures
used are given in the table below.

Th¡eat Speed [m/s] Diameter [cm]

SBS

sss
SHD

300

900

l00O (initial)
700 (terurinal)

35

50

90

4.3 Gun system description
Two naval air defense gun systems were evaluated
against the thrcat types, mentioned in the previous
section. The cha¡acteristics of the two systems were
chosen to give a fair amount of variability. Tbe systems
chosen were generic versions of the OTO/T\4ELARA
76mm gun system and rhe Goalkeeper CIWS, Both
systems are described in [5]. So the simulaæd syst€ms
could be described as OTOÀ4ELARA 76nrm-like and
Goalkeeper-like. The results therefore merely indicaæ
possible fends, which is enough to serve the purpose of
this study. The guns will be denoæd with the names
'Conventional-76mm' and'Conventionat-30mm'. These
names were chosen to differentiate them from the
Electromagnetic version. They are denoted EM-76mm'
and'EM-3Omm'.

The error parameters, determining batlisúc - and sensor
noise were chosen equal for both the 30mm and 76mm.
They are:

Sensor: oetevarioo = 1.0 [m¡ad]
oazimuth = 1.0 [m¡ad]
oR-s" = 2.0 [m]

Gun: oet_dispcrsioo = 1.0 [mrad]
oaz_dispcrsion = 1.0 lnuad]
oør_dispcrsion = 0.005 [s/krr]

The time of flight dispersion is denoæd wirh
tof_dispersion.

As described in section 2, an ur defense gun sysæm is
characterised by the parameters of the target sensor, lre
conrol (gun prediction) and gun dispersion.
For the Conventional 76mm these a¡e the following:

n
n
i=l
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Gun: V6 (muzzle vel.) = 800 tm/sl
Fire rate = 2 lshotVsec]

Munition type: High Explosive with proximity fuse,
fuse trigger diameter = ó.0 [m]. This
figure is used for all threats.

Fire cont¡ol linear prediction

The only parameter that was changed for the EM
version of tl¡e 76 mm gun was the muzzle velocity. So
the same munition is used. Tbe muzzle velocity was
chosen tobe: Vfl600 [m/s].
This increased EM muzzle velocity number was based

on realistic æsumptions concerning electrical power
supply possibilities.

4.3.2 Conventional- and EM-30mm
The CIWS that is simulated can be described as

Goalkeeper like because not all Goalkeeper system datâ
is implemente( especially in the a¡ea of the fi¡e conf¡ol
computer. So tl¡e results do not pretend to represent tl¡e
absoluæ performance of the Goalkeeper system but
should be used lo compare the conventional and EM .

gun systems. The character of this study is such that this
is allowable.

Gun: Vs (muzzle vel.) = ll50 [m/s]
Flre rate = 70 [shos/sec]

Munition type: Armour Piercing, requiring impact
Fire cont¡ol Curved path prediction (i.e. taking

into account acceleration)

The only parameter that was changed for the EM
version of tbe 76 mm gun was the muzzle velocity. So
lhe same munition is used. The muzzle velocity was
chosen to be: Vo=1ffi [¡¡/s1.
This increased EM muzzle velocity number was based

on realistic assumptions conceming elect¡ical power
supply possibilities.

5. Simulation Results
In this section, the results for the 30rnm and 76mm are
presented.

First the Single shot results are given. From top to
bottom, the performance against SBS, SSS and SHD a¡e

shown. As can be seen the EM version performs better
on the average. The occasionally higher values for the

conventional version are due to the fact that the results
are in fact a Monte-Ca¡lo sample.

r ô ao za

t^.-rê-er .-ñæ lkml

Actually guns fire in bursts, so it is interesting to see

what the Cumulative results a¡e. To do this, a burst
Iengtlr of 5 second was chosen. This is the reason why
the cumulative graph starts at a longer range for the EM
version. At tìe next page, these cumulative resulß are

shown
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5.2 Simulation resultsfor the 76mm guns
The 76mm results are only given for the SSS and SBS
case. The performance against the SHD was too small
to give a sensible comparison between the conventional
and EM venion.

Below the SSS performance is given, fnst the Singte
Shot resulls (SSHP) and tben the cumulative results
(CHP). The CHP was made with a bursr length of 8
seconds.

To get some idea of the influence of tbe ballistic
dispersion, simulations were performed with the
nominal gun dispersion figures, but also with half these
sigma values as well as twice these sigma values. The
nominal values are the values given in section 4.3. The
simulations were done for the SBS case.
On the next page, the results arc shown subsequently
for the half sigma, nominal sigma and two sigrn case.
On the left, the single shot results are plotæd and on the
right, tne cumulative results. The cumulative results
were again made with an 8 seconds burst length.
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SSHP results for tl¡e half sigma case.

SSHP results for the nominal sigma case.

SSHP results for the two sigma case.

CHP results for the half sigma case.

CHP results for the nominal sigma case.

CHP resuls for the two sigma case.

As c¿n be seen, the results clearly show a performance
gain increasing with decreasing ballistic dispersion.
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The overall results show a relatively small improvement
in the single shot hit probabilities but this amounß to a
reasonable performance gain for full bursts. When the
burst length increases, tl¡e results all tend to 1007o as is
to Þ expected. This is an indic¿tion tbat increasing
muzzle velocity is one of the tools gun designers have
in boosting the perfornrance, also longer burst lengtlt
may improve the gain to an acceptable level.

Conclusions
In this study insight into the relation between ai¡
defense gun performance, system parameters and threat
parameters is given, first parametrically and then by
means of simulation. This relation was especially
studied for the muzzle velocity parameter. It is shown
that considerable perfornrance gain can be obøined
when muzzle velocities in the EM gun range are used. It
is also shown that the EM gun performance gain not
only depends upon the prediction errors that will be
smaller but also on the gun dispersion. Furrber study in
the a¡ea of dispersions lhat car¡ be expecæd in
operational systems is desirable when rnore realistic
performance gain hgures a¡e needed. It is noæd that the
design of an air defense gun systems requires careful
tuning of all the system components and parameters.
Imporfant parameters, apart from the muzzle velocity,
are ballistic dispersion, prediction tmcking frlter
accuracy, burst length and rate of h¡e. Especially the
prediction tracking f¡lten need tuning when other
pararneters, like muzzle velocity, change. Tuning was
not done in this study. The obtained performances may
therefore be increased when all parameters are
completely matched.

Appendix
Call the gun dispersion enor D and the pHp enor
EPHP. Assume that these e¡rors ¿¡re one-dimensional
with Gaussian distribution. Iæt pepup and our¡¡, be fhe
mean and ståndård deviation of EpHp and let op be the
standard deviation of D, assume that D bas zero mean.
The gun aiming direction is chosen in the pHp
direction, so the total error of the shell with respect to
the target is:

E=D+EPHP

Tbe mean and søndard deviation of E then become

Itr = lto + Frpnp = Fnpup and o6 = { ( oo2 + osp¡1p2 )

And the probability density funcrion of E is given by:

fr@)=( l/(os{ (2n))).exp(-o.5.(E-pÐ2i(oE2))

When a tårget dimension of 2.e is assumed then the
Single Shot Hir Probability is given by

e
SSHP =irgA).oE = 2,e.f'(0)

-e

Assume that ps is given and that orp¡¡p is under conhol
of the designer of tl¡e fre control system. An optinal
choice for o6p¡¡p can then be obtained from:

d(SSHP)/d(o¡psp2)=0 which results in osp'¡,2=¡rs2-or2

A variance must always be positive, so this means that
the above only holds for the cåse pE > oD.
When p6 < o¡ the optimal choice is osp¡¡p-{.

The maximal SSHP that can be reached for given oo is
found for 6rpsr=0 and ¡rs-Q. So:

SSHP,*, = 2. e. (l l,l2ù.( I /oil.

When the SSHP is divided by SSHp,o*, the relative
SSHP is obtained. In rhe hgure b¡ilcw, the relarive
SSHP is shown as a function of o¡p¡¡p for several values
of Fe.

The above relations hold for the one dimensional case
but can easily be l¡ansformed to two dimensions when
the mean is zero. In [8] the following formula for the
single shot hit probability is given in two dimensions:

SSHP={11 I -sxp(-0.5.(RFUon)z).( I -exp(-Q.5.(RFUo")z)¡
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Where:
SSHP Single shot hit probability
RH Total hit radius, so in the case of impact

munition this is the tafget radius and in tbe
case of proximity fused munition this is the
sum of. the target radius and the effectiveness
radius of the fuse.

6¡ Shndard deviation of the toøl error in
horizontal direction.

ov Sþndard deviation of the otal error in vertical
direction.

When On = Cf" = O this reduces to :

SSHP= I - exp(-Q.J.(l¡1¡t6¡z

The o can be approximated using rhe following
relation:

62=cpra2*ouo2

Where:
opr"¿ Standard deviation of the prediction error
obd Stândard deviatlon of the error due to ballistic
dispersion.

Reference [9] elaboraæs on tracking flrlters, so-called
ap filærs are often used for linear prediction. When the
prediction is linea¡, the prediction error can be
described as follows:

Cpr4¡2 = opor2 + (ts.over)2 * oo,"o2

Where:
ts Time of flighr (shot rime) of the projectile to

the intercept point.
opo, Standard deviation of the filtered position used

for predicrion
ovet Standard deviation of the filtered velocity used

for prediction.
6,r,"o Standard deviation in the predicted position

due to target manoeuvring.
Noæ that the incorporation of ørget acceleration as a
va¡iance is a different way of approximating tt¡e SSHP.

When it is assumed that the farget will have a certain
mean acceleratioD then c¡ms¡ can be determined. This
mean acceleration depends on the tb¡eat trajectory but a
reasonable estinaæ is that straight incoming missiles
performing no intentional nlano€uvres have a mean

acceleration of l/3 of the maxir¡al acceleration (G,-*).
The søndard deviation then becomes :

oo,"n = 0. 5'(G-"x/3)'tsz

Now the total sigma is known as a function of ts. So it
is clear that there is an upper boundary for SSHp when
ts tends to zero (by letting the muzzle velocity tend to
inhnity).
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